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and Gordon W. Allport's 1943 article, "The ego in contemporary psychology." 
Like James and Allport, we have set out to shape a usable, psychological concept 
of the self by mixing conceptual analysis and empirical review. Also, like them, 
we find it convenient to subdivide our treatment into several aspects, or functions 
of the self. For each of these subdivisions of the topic, we start by summarizing 
the relevant positions of James and Allport. We then review subsequent develop- 
ments in theory and research-most of these achieved within the last decade- 
with the aim of extending and revising James's and Allport's conclusions. 

To anticipate the end of this review, we hope to convince the reader that some 
issues that have long been considered mysterious--even beyond the realm of 
scientific psychology-are theoretically and empirically tractable. We shall con- 
clude by defining the self as a complex, person-specific, central, attitudinal 
schema. But, before proceeding, we start by summarizing the two prior reviews 
that have defined the major issues with which our review is concerned. 

Will iam James / 78901 
James's chapter on the self occupies I I 1  pages in Volume 1 of his Prit~ciples 

(pp. 291-401). The chapter divides trcatment of the normal self into major 
sections on "The Empirical Self or Me" (291-329) and "The Pure Ego" 
(339-373). A third section, which we do not review here, concerns "The Muta- 
tions of the Self" (373-400), including phenomena of nlultiple personality, 
fugue, amnesia, hypnosis, and trance. 

The empirical self is the self as an object of perception and knowledge-what 
today is called the self-cotlcept. James divides the empirical self into the tnrrtcric~l 
self, the socid self, and the spirituctl self. The material self includes not only 
one's body, but also clothes, family, home. and property. The social self is the 
impression that one gives to significant others. (James said that, "a man has as 
many social selves as there are distinct groups of persons about whose opinion he 
cares" [p.  29.11.) The spiritual self is one's "inner or suhjcctivc being, . . . 
psychic faculties or dispositions [such as] moral sensibility and conscience. . . . 
indomitable will," and "ourselves as thinkers" (p. 296). 

After thus describing the material, social and spiritual "constituents" of the 
empirical self, James proceeds to treat self-feeling, self-secking, conflict of the 
different selves, and self-love. Distributed through these four subsections arc 
James's treatment of individual clifkrcnccs in self-rel:~ted affect ("sclf-cstinia- 
tion") and conation ("self-seeking"). T;tblc 4. I is :ttlapteti I'roni Jamcs's own 
summary table of the affective ;tnd conativc aspects of self (1). 3 2 0 ) .  We have 
atlded a row to his tahlc, to include the cognitive or per-ccl>t~~al-ol>,jcct aspect 01' 
self. 

Thc long wction on the "pure cgo" give\ J;~~lic.s's :lrl:dy\e:, ol' pcrson;~I 
itlsnt~ty and unity of the strean1 of' tliougl~t (330 -343). ; I I ~  I l l \  dctaiicd c.ritiquc:, 
01' altcrriativc pI1ilowpllic:d torriiulatiorls (343 - 370). Janies c.onzdCr\ t I i ;~ t  per- 
sonal identity and unity arc propcrtich of the cnipirical scll~. I lc i(lcnt~licz 1l11-cc 
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varieties of a contrasting, "pure ego," theory-that is, theories that consider 
identity and unity tlor as functions of the empirical self. These are (i) theories of 
the soul, defined as immaterial substance (for examplc, the uncxtended mental 
substance postulated by Descartes); (ii) the associationist theory, which treats 
identity and unity as unexplained, emergent properties of associated collections 
of ideas; and (iii) the transcendental ego (especially Kant's) theory, in which 
identity and unity are innate properties of mind. James shows little patience with 
these nonempirical theories-for example, characterizing the transccndental ego 
as "simply nothing; as ineffectual and windy an abortion as Philosophy can 
show" (p. 365). We return later to the question of the possibility of empirical 
interpretations of the self as knower. 

Gordon Allport (1943) 

Allport introduces his review by lamenting the disappearance of the self from 
psychology, noting that it  was perhaps legitimately banishcd by a behaviorist 
positivism that would not tolerate a concept dwelling "on tho uncnlightening 
plane of dialectics" (p. 452). He credited psychoanalysis with preserving "the 
study of certain functions of the self that postivistic psychology had consigned to 
oblivion" (p.  453). The aim of Allport's review was to regain the "admittance 
of the ego to good standing in psychology" (p.  476). 

The first of two major sections, "Main Conceptions of the Ego" (453-459), 
reviews eight senses of ego (or self-Allport used the two terms interchange- 
ably). The following summary of Allport's eight senses of ego includes some of 
our observations on relationships with James's analysis: 

1.  Ego c1.r ktmr~cr designates the experiencing agent, corresponding to the 
ph~losophers' "pure ego," and to the functions that James attributed to thc 
spiritual portion of the empirical self. 

2. Ego (1s object of litzorvle~lge is the bodily self, which was a part of James's 
material self. 

3. 15x0 NS pritni!il.~ .st/fishtr~.~s corresponds to James's nmtcricrl self-secking 
(see Table 3.1 . above). 

4. Ego rrs rlot?iit~crtic.p r1rii.r refers to "that portion of the personality that 
demands status and recognition" (p. 455), corresponding to James's .so- 

c.icrl \elf-secking. 
5 .  Ego cr.s (1 plrs.\i\,t, orgtrt~ixrtior~ of ~trerrttrl proc.c,ssc,.s wa\ All port's ncknowl- 

cdgenient (>I' Freud's concept of cgo, n neutral arhitrator ;triiorig the con- 
flicting forccs o f  id, supcrcgo, and cnvironnlcnt. 

6. Eye ( 1 5  ( I  f i ,qh[~r / ? ~ r  cwls cosre~ponils to Jxncs's ,>p;t.i~rurl scl!.-\ccking, 
and to the clyri:~niic view of'cgo i l l  psyc,lloaniilytic tliirikir~g siwc I I x t ~ ~ ~ a r l r l  
( 1030 I05X). 

7. E,qo c r i  ( 1  hc,/rcr~~iortrl ,s\,.$tcru dcs~pri;~tcd thc < ; c x I ; I I ~ - I ~ ~ ) ' c I I ~ ! ~ ~ ~ c ~ : I I  COIICC'I)- 

tion of a central region of personality, found in the work of Koffka (1935) 
and Lewin (1936). 

8. Ego ns rlre subjective orgnnixirion qf crrlturr refers to the self as a residue 
of socialization experience, a system of social values. 

The se&nd major section of Allport's paper, "Experimental Evidence" (pp. 
460-372), contains his presentation of eviclcnce in support of the point that 

ego-involvement, or its absence, makcs a critical difference in human behavior. 
When a person reacts in a neutr;~l, impersonal routine atmosphere, his behavior is 
one thing. But when he is behaving personally, perhaps excitedly, seriously com- 
mitted to a task, he behaves quitc dlfferently. In the first condition his ego is not 
engaged; in the second condition . . . one finds that the ego is acting in several, if 
not all, of the eight capacities I have listed. In other words, ego-involvernent is, as 
the phrase implies. a condition of total participation of the self-as knower, as 
organizcr, as observer, as status seeker, and as socialized bcing. (p. 459) 

This justification for the concept of ego-involvement was the core of Allport's 
argument for the acceptability of the self in psychology. Allport's eight senses of 
ego didn't provide as ncat a classification as did James's earlier (Table 4.1) 
analysis. Indeed, Allport later attempted to improve his classification (Allport, 
1055, 1961). By 1061. Allport had concluded that the self as knower did not 
bclong in psychology, and was better left to philsophy. 

In 1943 Allport was confident that the time was ripe for psychology to take up 
the self. Despite the presence of other advocates (Hilgard, 1949; Rogers, 1942; 
Sherif & Cantril, 1947), no sustained programs of research developed. One can 
attribute this, retrospectively, to il lack of successful research procedures. Now, 
40 years later, it appears that a variety of research procedures for studying the 
self have at last established their usefulness. Accordingly, and with the clarity of 
vision afforded by at least 5 years uf hindsight, i t  seems time to conclude that the 
self 11cr.s attained good standing in psychology. 

2. THE S E L F  AS KNOWER 

William Jamcs ( 1800) dcvotcd over 40 pages to ltis own and others' iittcn~pts to 
explain thc sclt's subjectivity, its function as the agent ol' cxpcriencc, its role as 
knowor. 1 lis own explanation trcatcd these as propertics ol'the htream of thoughts. 
"Each litter 'l'llouglit." he said. "knowing and including . . . the Tho~rgh t~  
which wcnt hcforc. is tllc final rcccptacle . . . ol':~lI t1i:tt they contain" (p. 3 3 0 ) .  
'1'0 ;~~lqdil 'y this I I ~ I I ~ L I ; ~ ~  i&x, lie u x d  ;I v:~ric[y ofan:rlogies. alllong them ";I long 
w c ~ n \ i o n  01' Iic~~dsn~cn conling ral~itlly illto posscssiorl of thc harlic cattle" ( p .  
.\30). Just ;IS rtac,h pss ing I ~ c ~ - t l \ ~ l ~ a r ~  i \  \ucc.cssivcIy thc owner of' the c;rttlc. 50 
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"the passing Thought then seenis to be the Thinker" (p. 342). James's hypothesis 
that the current thought bears the properties of the self as knower was intended to 
keep the self's subjectivity within the empirical self (pan of its spiritual constitu- 
ent-see Table 4.1,  above). However, his hypothesis does not appear to have 
gained adherents, nor does it have apparent testable implications. In short. it may 
not be distin_ruishable from the "pure ego" theories that James so vigorously 
criticized. 

In the context of James's review and Allport's (1961) abandonment of the self 
as knower, perhaps the most remarkable advances that are reported in this chap- 
ter are recent empirical treatments of the self as knowcr. We consider this 
progress in two areas, self as a memory system and biases in self-relevant 
judgment, and then summarize implications for a conception of the self as 
knower. 

Self a s  a M e m o r y  S y s t e m 1  

The phenomenon of Self and that of Memory are merely two sides of the same fact. 
We may, as psychologists, set out from either of them. and rcfcr the othcr to it. 

(James Mtll. Atrtrlysis (f the Hun~m Mind. 1829) 

As the quote from James Mill indicates, the idea of a connection between self 
and memory is not a novel development. In the nineteenth century and through 
most of the twentieth century, the best empirical evidence for this connection 
was in pathologies, such as amnesia and multiple personality, that showcd sirnul- 
taneous disorders of memory and in the sense of personal unity-specifically. 
amnesia, fugue, and multiple personality. Edouard Clapartkie ( 10 1 1 / 195 1 ) iden- 
tified the amnesia of Korsakoff syndronie as another selflniemory disorder. 
presaging much modem attention to memory in Korsakoff patients (e.g.. Butters 
& Cermak, 1980; Jacoby & Witherspoon, 1982). 

If one examines the behavior of such a patient, one finds that cvcrythin~ happcnh ;I> 

though the varlous events of life. however well associated with c : ~ h  olhc,r- in thc 
mind. wcrc incapahlc of  integration with theme l e p j  i t x l f .  (Clapxi'dc. I9 I I 1105 1 .  
p. 71) 

until a burst of research \\as initiated by Rogers. Kuiper, and Kirker's (1977) 
report of the selj-rclfc.rcwc.~ c f l k  l .  Greenwald ( 198 1 ) summarized the results of 
this recent research activity, drawing i t  together with previous more isolated 
f~ndings, to identify three "selflmemory" effects. 

1. The self-get~crclrioti cffkr. Material that is actively generated by the learn- 
er is retrieved more casily than is material passively encountered (Bobrow & 
Bower, 1969; Erdclyi. Uuschke, & Finkelstein, 1977; Greenwald & Albert, 
1968; Jacoby, 1978; Sl;~nlecka & Graf. 1978). 

2. The self-reclfivwrc c : f f i c . t .  Material that is encoded with reference to self is 
more easily retrieved th:m is material otherwise encoded (Bower & Gilligan, 
1979; Brenner. 107.3: 111111 & Levy. 1979; Keenan & Baillet, 1980; Kuiper & 
Rogers, 1979: Lord. lL1SO: Markus, 1980; Owens, Dafoe, & Bower, 1977; 1.:. 
Rogers, 1981; Rogcrs ct ;I\.. 1977; Ross & Sicoly, 1979). ! 

, 3. Tlze ego-iti\~ol\~c~nr~*itt r;@c.t. Material that is associated with a persisting 5 -. 

task is more easily rctsicvcd than is material associated with a completed task 
(Aall, 1913; Bjork. 1072; d'ydcwalle, Degryse, & DeCorte, 1981; Epstein. 
1972; Jacoby, Bartz. S: l'vans. 1978; Nuttin, 1953; Nuttin & Greenwald, 1968; 
Zcigarnik, 1927. 1O.V). 

In the few years sincc Grcenwald's review, a fourth se1t;'memory finding- 
the second-generation cl'kct--has appeared, and several researchers have ac- 
tively investigated the self-reference effect. 

Tlze S e c o t i t l - ~ c ~ t l ~ ~ r ~ i ~ i o ~ ~  c&t. Greenwald, Banaji, Pratkanis. and Breckler 
(198 1) gave subjects a generation task for each of 20 nouns ("targetsw)-to 
produce a sentcncc that contained both the target noun and a specific person's 
name. After an involving filler task, subjccts received an unexpected test for 
recall of the 20 nouns. I n  iI  condition that produced a very high level of incidental 
recall, the names used in sentences (along with the target nouns) had themselves 
been produced by a gcnCration task-specifically, the task of producing a l i h t  of 
names of friends. (111 ;I con~parison condition that produccd significantly lower 
recall, these n;ulics L V C ~ L '  OIICS of unfamiliar people.) The bencficial el'fect of the 
adclition;il, or scco~itl, gClicr;~tion task explains the description of the result as a 
"sccor1d-2cric1-atio11 c.l'lcc.t." 'l'his effect h;ts hcen rcplicntctl by Han;tsi ( 1082) and 
by Grcenw:~ltl and Iiawji (1083). 

Recent Studies of t lw Self-reference Effect 

111 thc oi.igili;~l p~.oex.tlt~rc of' I<ogcrs ct :11. (1077). subjccts juclgcd wlicthcr 
c;~c.l~ (!I' a scsics 01 11-;1it ;~dj~.ctivcs (for ex;~nlplc: I'sic~lclly. shy) was sclf-clcscr~p- 
tivc or I I O ~ ,  0 1 1  ;I l ; ~ t ~ - r  ~ ~ ~ ~ c * x p c c t d  rcc;111 teht. subicc~ts rcc:ilIcd niore tr:~it WOI-& 
t h ; ~ t  I I ; I ~  kc11 i ~ ~ c ~ i d ~ - l ~ ~ ; ~ I l y  L ~ I I L ~ ~ ~ I I I ~ C I - ~ ~  111 this t x k  t k ~ n  o f  OIIL>> cncountercd in 
othcr t;~>hs. 
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Variant Self-reference Effects. Several researchers have modified the pro- 
cedures of the self-reference experiment in a search for the conditions that 
control the effect. Bower and Gilligan (1979) obtained equivalently strong recall 
with a different self-reference task in which subjects were asked to retrieve 
personal experiences (episodes) relevant to the trait words. Friedman and 
Pullyblank (1983), Bellezza (1983), and Banaji, Devine, and Greenwald (1983) 
have similarly found strong memory benefits of tasks involving the retrieval of 
personal experiences. Banaji, Devine, and Greenwald (1983) reported another 
self-reference-like effect-imaging objects in personal settings (such as the loca- 
tion of their home telephone) produced better recall of the objccts than imaging 
them in impersonal settings (such as a pay telephone booth). Bellezza (1983) 
reported two variant self-reference effects-recall was enhanced when nouns 
were associated with parts of one's body, and also when nouns were integrated 
into a fabricated story about the self. 

Self-referctice Versus Other-referetlce. Several studies have compared the 
effect on subsequent recall of making judgrnents relevant to the self versus 
making judgments relevant to others. Findings have varied between superior 
recall for self-reference (Keenan &: Baillet. 1980; Kuiper & Rogers, 1979) and 
comparably strong recall for self- and other-reference (Bower & Gilligan, 1979; 
Friedman & Pullyblank. 1982). In a study that varied familiarity of the other 
persons on whom judgment tasks focused, Keenan and Baillet (1980) reported 
that incidental recognition improved in an orderly fashion with increases in the 
familiarity of the othcr. Chew (19x3) and Claeys (1983) have since replicated 
this orderly relationship between familiarity of the other and memory, using 
incidental recall measures. 

Modific,cltiotr.r rhr~r Elitnitwt~ fke S~l f -re f irmce E f f c f .  I n  their second ex- 
periment, Kcenan and Baillet (1980) found that the task of judging whether 
anatomical features were possessed by self and others did riot yield a superiority 
f o r  features judged in terms of x l f .  They suggesttd that the self-rcfcrcncc ctfect 
niiyht occur only for evaluative judgments. Relevant to this, Fcrguwn. Rule, and 
Carlson (1983). and also Friedman and Pullyblank (1982). found that judgments 
of the evaluat~ve character of trait words facilitated memory a<; n~ucll or ncxly as 
much as d d  judging h e i r  self-descriptiveness. Lord (1980; rcplicatcd by Kit- 

n lo\v\ki. 1083) found that recall of okject names was uorxc 1'0s thc ta\k ol' 
~maging oncself together with each of the oiyects than for the ta\h of ini:rgi~~g 
another p w o n  In interaction with them. 1 lc wygested t I i ; ~ t  i[lwgcry of ~ I I C  4 ~ 1 1 .  

\<: I \  not part 01' the xcll';~s a nicniory s t r~~cturc .  Rlahi and h.lc('i~ul ( 1087) I I O ~ ~ C Y I I  
that hoth Kccnan and Haillet's and l~)l*l 's  conditions th;~t did not produc~c wll- 
rcf'ercncc cii'ccts involved noun\ (rather t l i ; ~ n  trait adicctivcx) ; I \  thc t;~rgct \ t i ~ l l -  

u l i .  In  thc~r  o n n  studies. 3lirk1 and McC';~ul l0und a \ell-rcl~erc~~~c~c i.ll'cc.t with thc 
u\ual \cll'-tIc\cr1ptive11c.14 jutlcn~erit ta\k I'or trait a~ljcctlvcs, hut I I ~ ) I  w1tI1 citl~cr 01' 

-- 
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two judgment tasks in which the target items were nouns, nor with the task of 
judging whether trait adjectives were used in speech on a daily basis. 

Part-of-speech, Evalrtation, a td  intuge;>~ are ,lot Critical. Three empirical 
hypotheses can be derived from the empirical vanations that have eliminated the b 
self-reference effect: (i) that the self-reference effect occurs only with trait adjec- 1 ' 
tives (and not with nouns), (ii) that i t  occurs only when an evaluative judgment 
task is used, or (iii) that it does not occur in tasks using imagery. These three 
hypotheses, however, can be discounted on the basis of other findings in which I .  

i'. 
variant self-reference effects (see above) have been obtained in tasks using 

e i 
nouns, using nonevaluative encoding tasks, and using imagery (Banaji, Devine, 5 
& Greenwald, 1983; Bellezza, 1983). 

Theoretical Interpretation of Self-reference Effects 
. .. 

The most successful theoretical accounts of the self-reference effect have 
interpreted it in terms of either effective erzcorlitlg processes or effective use of 
i7.risting cognitive structures. ' 

Encociirtg processes. This type of interpretation has been advocated by Bower 
and Gilligan, Keenan and Baillet, and Friedman and Pullyblank. They note that . , 

judgment tasks vary in the degree of elaboration (or richness or complexity) of 
associative processes that occur during initial encounter with to-be-recalled items 
(Anderson & Reder, 1979; Craik & Tulving, 1975). Self-reference tasks, they 
assume, produce more elaborate associative encodings than do the tasks with 
which they are compared (for example, other-reference or semantic judgment 
tnxks). More elaborate associations, in turn, provide a larger set of associative 
paths that can be used later to retrieve the encoded items. A minor difficulty for 
the elaboration hypothesis stems from the fact that self-relevance judgrne!;ts are 
often made more rapidly than other-reference or semantic judgments (Keenan & 
13aillct, 1980; Rogers et al., 1977). In order to preserve the elaboration hypoth- 
esis, one has to sacrifice (as did Craik & Tulving, 1975) the intuitively attractive 
notion that degree ot'cognitive elaboration in a judgment task is proportional to 
tlic time titken to do the task. 

E.:lri.vtitlg Coxtliti~v Strrrc. l~lrc-Profot~~r~~~. One cognitivc structure explana- 
tion for the self-reference effect treats self as a prototype (liogcrs, 198 I ). In this 
intcrprctat~on. the task ofjudging trait ac!jectivcs for sclf-rclcvance n~akcs s;~lient 
tlicir rciirtion to the self-prototype. I.;~ter, the (assumed) prc-existing prototype 
at~.ucturc can be usctl to guide recall 01' the sct of,juclgcd items. Prior rescxch on 
cognitive prototypes has shown t h t  ( i )  items ;\re ,judged rapidly ;I.; being nwii- 
her\ of a c;~tcgory to the extent that they rc\cmblc it prototype, or nloJel inxtancc. 
lron~ which category 111cil1herx Iii~vc 1wc11 gcncratCd (c .g . .  I'osncr K: Kcclc. 
I O O X ) ,  and ( i i )  I';~l\c rccwgnition rcsponres occur f o r  !lot-prcvio~~sly-[~rcxentcd 
I I ~ I I I \  t 1 1 ~ 1 t  correspond cloxcly to ~ L I L ~ I  :I prototyp~~ ( c . g . .  l~r:~nsii)s~l  K: Frmhs. 
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1971). Accordingly, the prototype interpretation is supported by findings of ( i )  
relatively rapid judgments for the self-reference task and (ii) high false alarm 
rates in recognition tests for unpresented self-descriptive adjectives (Breckler Br 
Greenwald, 1981; Chew, 1983; Kuiper & Rogers, 1979; Lord, Gilbert, & 
Stanley, 1982: Rogers, Rogers, & Kuiper, 1979). The prototype interpretation is 
further supported by the finding of superior recall of items judged as self-relevant 
compared to ones judged not self-relevant (Kuiper & Rogers, 1979; replicated by 
Breckler & Greenwald, 1981). At the same time, the prototype hypothesis is not 
well-suited to account for some of the variant self-reference effects that have 
been reported--especially ones that have used an episode-retrieval task (Banaji 
et al., 1933; Bellezza, 1983; Bower & Gilligan, 1979; Friedman & Pullybl;mk, 
1982). 

E-ristit~g Cogniti\ve Structure-lntertral Cues. A second cognitive structure 
hypothesis treats the self as an organized system that is capable of providing 
mnen~onically useful cues, as in Greenwald's (1981) selfin?emory system and 
Bellezza's (1983) internal cuing hypothesis. In these hypotheses. material that is 
experienced in a self-relevant setting becomes associated with (ordinarily) covert 
or internal cues produced by the hypothesized cuing structure. Later recall is 
facilitated by using the cuing structure again, at the time of retrieval, to re- 
produce the cues earlier used in encoding. Both Bellezza and Greenwald have 
observed that this interpretation can be related to the operation of familiar 
mnemonic strategies (see Bellezza, 1981). The internal cuing hypothesis is sup- 
ported by the (variant) self-reference effect findings of Bellezza (1983) and by 
the second-generation effect studies of Greenwald and Banaji ( 1983) and Green- 
wald et al. ( I98 1). 

0 vervie w 

Three interpretations-encoding elaboration, self-as-cognitive-prototype. and 
internal cuing-have been used wccessfully in explaining rcsults of vxious self- 
reference experiments. The viability of three interpretations s u ~ ~ .  7 u t s  that we 
should refer. not to the self-reference effect but, rather, to self-reference effects. 
The original self-reference finding of Rogcrs ct al. (1977). u i n g  judgment> of 
trait words. secnls to be best explained by the self-as-cognitive-prototype Iiy- 
pothe\is. Findings based on the encoding task of retrieving pcr\onal cpisoclc\ 
( c .2 . .  Uowcr M Gilligan, 1079), however. are better explainccl in t c s i~~s  01' 
cncoc!~rig elaboration. l 'he third intcsprctation for sell'-rcli.rcncc c.ll.cct\ - tisc 01' 
an interma! culny structure--lit\ well with the rewlts of' sttitlie\ that h;~vc ~n;~t lc  
wlf-produced cue\ ovcrt ( c . ~ . .  13elle~~;1,  IOS3). Far from hclng tli\~i~c~sirlg, ~ I I L .  
vi;~l-rility ol tl~rcc explanation\ t'or sell'-rclk~.crice ellccth I~clps to ju\~il')- rhc corl- 
clucling that scliltirlg information to ~rcll' is ;I highly cll'ccti\~c Irlsatc.g>, I'or I - ~ I I I L . I ~ ~ -  

bcring. 

Biases i n  Self-Relevant Judgment 

And nothing, not God, is greater to one than one's self is. 
(Walt Whitman, Sotig of Myself) 

We can all benefit from seeing oursclvcs as we appear to others. 
(Poor modern rend~tiun of Robert Bums, To a Louse) 

The Totalitarian Ego 

In a recent review, Greenwald (1980) summarized evidence concerning the 
pervasiveness of three biases in self knowledge of the average normal adult of (at 
least) North American culture. These cognitive biases are (i) egocentricity, the 
tendency for judgment and m e m o j  to be focused on self, (ii) beneffectance, the 
tendency for self to be perceived as effective in achieving desired ends while 
avoding undesired ones, and .(iii) cognitive cons'ervotism, the tendency to resist 
cognitive change. The constellation of these three biases was labeled the "total- 
itarian ego," acknowledging that the biases match ones that are considered to be 
characteristic of the information control apparatus of a totalitarian dictatorship. 
The unattractive epithet, totalitarian, was intended to be provocative-a chal- 
lenge to understand why biases that are disparaged in a political system may be 
just the ones that are used to manage the personal flow of information. A brief 
overview of the evidence for each of the three biases follows. 

Egoccntricit_\!. The egocentric character of knowledge is indicated, in part, 
by the selfimemory cffects just reviewed. Information that is related to self 
apparently has a privileged position in nlemory. A second type of evidence for 
cognitive egocentricity is the tendency to insert self into perceived causal se- 
quences, either as influencing agent (cf. Langcr's, 1975, illusion of control) or as 
intluenccd object (Jervis, 1976, Chapter 9; Fenigstein. 1983; Zuckerman, Ker- 
nis, Guamera, Murphy, & kippoport. 1983). 

fIcnc;ffc~tc~tzc~. This term. which designates the bias of seeing the self as 
effective and competent, w;ls compoundcd from bencficcnce (doing good) and 
cfl'cctancc (competence). I t  was coined as an  unibrell;~ term to cover phcnomcna 
previously labeled as self-serving, egocentric. egotistic. and ego-defcnsivc at- 
trihutions by other writers. Four lines of rcscarch h;tvc demonstrated the pcr- 
wsi \u lcss  ol' this bias in thc normal person;ility. Thcsc arc ( i )  thc tcndtncy to 
recall succc.sscs n~ore  rc;~diIy than Sailuse\ (<;li\riian. 1930: l ioscn~ncig .  1933); 
( i i )  the acccpt:incc of tcspons~b~lity for succc.s\cs but not for I~iilurcs on iildi- 
vitlu;d or group t;lsks (Johnston. 1967; Miller S: I i o ~ ,  1975; S~,hlenkcr & Miller. 
1077; Snyder. S t ~ ~ c h y ,  & I Iigyins, i n  ~ I - C S S :  \ \ 'ostni;~~. I07b: \Vc;~ry IH~-i~dlcy. 
10781); ( i i i )  dci~i;il o f  rcq~on\ihility for Ii:~snting otltcn ( l lxvcy,  Il;irri~, t2 
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Barnes, 1975); and (iv) the tendency to identify with victors and to disaffiliate 
with losers ("basking in reflected glory"-Xialdini et al., 1976; Tesser & 
Campbell, 1983). Interestingly, the beneffectance bias is absent in depressives, 
who have been shown to perceive themselves more objectively or realistically 
(Alloy & Abramson, 1979; Lewinsohn, Mischel, Chaplin, & Barton, 1980). 
Evidently-and contrary to Robert Bums's famous poem that is paraphrased 
above-seeing ourselves as  others see us is not neces'sarily a welcome gift. 

Cognitive Cotzservatimi. Conservatism, in general, is the disposition to prc- 
serve what is already established. In perception, basic skills such as ol~ject 
cotzservatiorz (perceptual constancy) and assirtlilcrtion (reuse of existing cutego- 
ries) illustrate cognitive conservatism. Such conservative processes are widely 
regarded as  functioning in the service of veridical knowledge. T w o  other conser- 
vative (change-resisting) processes, co~firtnnrion bias and racv.iril~g of~neinory, 
appear to serve the interests of accuracy less well. Confirmation bias is apparent 
in (i) information-seeking strategies that selectively confirm initial hypotheses 
(Snyder & Swann,  1978; see also Darley & Gross, 1983; Swann, 1983); (ii) 
selective recall of information that confirms previously established belicfs (Mis- 
chel,  Ehbesen, & Zeiss, 1976; Pratkanis, 1983; Snyder 6: Uranowitz, 1978; 
Swann 6r Read, 1981); (iii) selective generation of arguments that support opin- 
ions under attack (Greenwald, 1968; Petty, Ostrom, & Brock, 1981); and (iv) 
researchers' selective evaluation of their own data as a function of the data's 
agreement with their hypotheses (Greenwald, 1975). Rewriting of mcmory is 
evident in ( i )  systematic misrecall of prior opinions so  as  to obscurc the occur- 
rence of  opinion change (Bem & McConnell, 1970; Goethals & Rccliman. 
1973); ( i i )  believing that newly acquired facts have had lengthy residence in 
memory (Fischhoff, 1977; Loftus. Miller, CQ Burns, 1978); and (iii) ovcrcstirn;~t- 
in: the validity of inaccurate memories (Trope. 1978). Rewriting of memory h ; ~ s  
the interesting characteristic of allowing the content of memory actually to  
change (for example, opinions may change or new facts may he learned). even 
while the larger system maintains an illusion of no change. 

Functions of the Totalitarian Ego Biases 

Greenwald ! 1980) ohscrved that the egocentricity, hcncffcct;~ncc. ;1nd co~iscr-  
vatism b i a m  arc I'ound not only in totalitarian information control ; ~ n d  in normal 
human cognition. bur a l w  in the tlcvelopmcnt of eft'cctivc thcorc t l~~;~ l  ~ ; I ~ ; I ~ I ~ I ~ s  

in "normal" sclcnce (Kuhn,  1070). 'fhc a w ~ i a t i o n  of thew h ~ ; ~ \ c s  with tllc 
human self is made p!au\ihle by I'inclings indicating that ~ l i c  hla\cs arc tyl>ic.;rlly 
increased in \trcngth by proccclurcs th;~t have hccn iclcntit'ictl a5 " e g o - ~ n v o l v i n c  
(Grccnwald, 1980, pp.  6 1 0 -  01 1 ). ;tnd b y  the s ~ ~ e e c s \  with wl1ic.h l:pte111 (1073) 
and 1-oevingcr ( 1070) u\cd the nict;~pIior o I  ~ c ~ c n t i l ~ c  theory in t l ~ c ~ r  tlisc.u\~iori\ 
ol'thc v l f .  ' fhe\c  arguments lei1 to thc li)llo\r.lng conclu\ion a l~out  the I'unc~tiori 01' 
the cgoceritricity :tnd con\crv;rtisrii hi;i\c.h. 

The cognitive biases of a succcssful scientific paradigm or of an established total- 
itarian system presumably function to preserve organization. It  follows that the 
corresponding biases in ego may similarly function to protect the integrity of ego's 
organization of knowledge. In particular. by coding n~uch information in relation to 
self. the egocentricity bias cnsurcs that the sclf-systeni maintams wide scope; this 
information-assimilating activity prcscrves organization in the same way that a !: r 
library's maintenance depend5 on a continuing program of acquisitions. By retain- i 
ing prcvic.iusly used cognitivc categories, the conservatisni bias ensures that similar 
information encountered at diffcrcnt points in time is encoded into the same catego- 
ries; as with the library, such consistcncy of encoding over time preserves access to 1 f 

already stored information in a growing organization of knowledge. (Greenwald, !. 
i 

1980, p. 613) I, 
f 

Greenwald was unable to link beneffectance directly to the function of pre- 
serving organization, noting rather that this bias afpeared to be "associated with 1 

tr c v C f C - y C e .  
effective performance in situations in rn~ght  be the critical 
determinant of effectiveness" (p. 614; cf.  Bandura's, 1977, concept of self- 
efficacy). It remains possible,'however, that further research on the relationship 
between affect and cognition (Isen, this volume) will indicate that affectively 
positive self-regard serves a critical role in maintaining or  expanding an organi- 
zation of knowledge. (What we have in mind here is a possible intrapsychic 
analog of political phenomena such as  the relation between nationalism and 
imperalism, or between nationalism and governmental stability.) 

I m p l i c a t i o n s  f o r  a C o n c e p t i o n  o f  t h e  Self as  K n o w e r  

Our decision to discuss memory strategies and cognitive biases under the heading 
of the sclj 'ns krlowcr- was niade without initially drawing attention to it. Howev- 
er,  it would have been possible to consider thcse topics as  manifestations of the 
sclf cis an abject c$ k~~orvletlge. That is, both the memory and cognitive bias 
results could have been treated as  manifestations of the sclf as a data structure. 
One cannot. o f  course, avoid assuming that this h t a  structure is used by some 
processes o r  activities, but it is not necessary to identify those activities with the 
sclf. The sclf could be identified just with the "passivities" of the data structure. 

The question thcrcfore a r i v x  On what basis should one choose between 
attributing some cognitive function (such as the egocentricity of memory or  the 
hcncl'fcctilncc bias) to structure rather than proccss? ('l'llc reader should he warned 
that the remainder of this section concerns issues that some will regard as riiore 
philosophic~tl than psychological. I t  will txxorne clc:ir. howcvcr, that we find no 
hasis f'or ~lra\virig a shari> lint hetwccn the (pl~ilosphicai'!l sclf as knowcr and thc 
le11i~1irical:~>sycI1oIogic:1I'?l sclf a \  ohjcct 01'  knowlcdgc.) 

A Computer Metaphor 

Our view on the : ~ l l o ~ ~ ; ~ t i o n  01' I'unction l>ctwce~i s~, l f  :IS kno\vcr and self ;IS 

ohjcct of Lnou Icdgc 1.c1'l~~c.t~ IU o \tr.orlg irifluc~lcca: ( I )  (tic tli~tirictio~i.  ~ n a d c  by 
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students of cognitive science and artificial intelligence, between procedural and 
declarative knowledge (e.g., Anderson, 1976, pp. 116-1 19), and ( i i )  the evolu- 
tionary epistemology analysis of knowledge (Campbell, 1974, 1979; Popper, 
19351 1959).' From the perspective we adopt, the distinction of process versus 
structure interpretations is related to the interesting question of introspective 
access to mental functioning-a question that has been debated recently by 
Nisbett and Wilson (1977) and Ericsson and Simon (1980). A frequently stated 
position on the question of introspective access is that we have access to the 
products of cognitive process, but not to the workings of cognitive process (e.g., 
Mandler, 1975; Neisser, 1967; Nisbett & Wilson, 1977, p. 232). The view just 
stated is plausibly extended to say that we have access to the input and output of 
cognitive processing, in other words, to mental data. The cognitive processes to 
which we lack access, in the computer metaphor that we are falling into, corre- 
spond to the computer's progrmn. 

We propose to identify the self as knower with the program aspect of the 
computer metaphor, and the self as object of knowledge with data stored in the 
computer's memory. However, it remains to justify the metaphor. Let us start by 
appearing to undermine it. A problem with the metaphor is that the programidata 
distinction is not a sharp one. Because both program and data are rcprcsented by 
elements in the same medium (for example, bits in random acccss memory), 
program elements can be read as data. However, far from being a problem with 
the metaphor to self, the fuzziness of the program versus data distinction cup- 
tures, as will be seen, an essential aspect of the distinction between self as 
knower 2nd self as object of knowledge. 

The computer metaphor is developed further in Table 4.2. By means of this 
metaphor, we identify the s~tbjecrise aspects of the self with the self as cognitive 
process and hence with the prograt~ component of the cornputcr. We identil'y the 
self as ol~ject r~f 'kt~ou~ledge with the cot~te~zr of cognitive procesws and hence 
with the (input, output, and stored) cluta aspect of the coniputcr metaphor. 
Further, we shall use the customary assumption of lack of access to cognitivc 
process to (fcjl'fil~e cognitive process. Cognitive process (or the subJective :tspcct 
of the sclf, self' as knowcr) is thus dcfined as thosc aspects of cognitive function 
to which we do not have introspcctivc access. It remains for us to clxify the 
notion 01' intro\pectivc acccsh. 

If we could \art the cognitive domain sharply into introspcctivcly ;tcccssil>lc 
and inaccc\\~hlc portions, our proccsslcontcnt distinction would also he s h q .  
llowevcr, we cannot. hccausc the accuracy 01' introspcsction c~anrlot hc well- 
defincd. That i \ .  the accuracy of' introspection can be del'incd only il l  t c m \  ol'tlic 
extent to ~+liich intro\pcctiw reports agrcc \ \ i t11  psychological theory ;thout the 

TABLE 4.2 
Division between Self as Subject and Self as Object 

Szl/ us Siri>ject Self ns Ohjecr 

COGNITIVE SCIENCE Procedural Declarative Knou ledge 
CATEGORIES Knowledge 

TERMS IN THE COMPUTER Program 
METAPHOR 

- - -  

Input. Output, and Stored 
Data 

COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS Egocentric Memory Self-Concept, Self-Image 
OF SELF and Judgment 

INFORMAL TERMS Ilcntal Process Mental Content 
Unconscious Skills Conscious Experience 

1'HII.OSOPHICAL 
CATEGORIES 

Self ac Knower. I Empirical Sclf. hle 

corresponding functions. The accuracy assessment involves, in other words, a 
coriqmison between theories contained in self-report (the "naive" psychology 
of the subject) and those considered valid on the basis of psychological research. 
Neither of these theoretical endeavors-neither the naive nor the scientific--can 
be capable of certain knowledge. Accordingly, the boundary between mental 
process and content-like the boundary between computer program and data-is 
inherently fuzzy. 

If, as psychologists, we had complete theories of n1emory and cognition, we 
should be able to regard the self fully as an object or structure-in other words, 
as legible, accessible mental content. We would not then be inclined to sort ol;t 
some aspects of the self and declare them to be nianifestations of a special entity, 
the self as knowcr. However, our understanding of the mental skills that produce 
(yay) thc egocentricity of memory and the totalitarian ego biases is decidedly 
imperfect. Accordingly, we (psychologists and nonpsychologists alike) experi- 
ence a dichotomy or duality within the self. On the onc hand arc thosc aspects of 
the self that appear t o  be understood, that we can dcscribc verbally to others- 
these we identify as the empirical sclf, the self-concept. or the sclf as an ohjcct of 
knowletlgc. On the othcr hand arc those aspccts of the sclf that we don't under- 
stantl---tor the\c the phrases, sclf' as subject anti self as knower. indicate our lack 
of' cornprchcnsion. l';thle 4.2 summarixs thc groupings of' tcrnls that we ashimi- 
late, rc\pectivcly. to the suhjectivc and ot?jcctivc xspccts of the sclf. 

Sensible Metaphors for the Self 
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investiptions of the self (e.g., Gallup, 1977; Lewis & Brooks-Gunn, 1979; 
Wicklund, 1975), the metaphorical use of a mirror to represent subject/object 
duality has only been confusing, a point that was well expressed by Hilgard 
( 1939): 

(The] self-evident character of self-awarencss is in fact most illusive. You presently 
find yourself as between the two mirrors of a barber-shop, with each irnagc viewing 
each other one, so that as the self takes a look at itself taking a look at itself, i t  soon 
gets all confused as to the self that is doing the looking and the self which is being 
looked at. (p. 377) 

Recently, cognitive scientists have taken an interest in the self's paradoxicd 
duality. Hofstadter (1979), in particular, has provided scveral new metaphors for 
the self, each more substantial and more stimulating than the mirror. Hofstadter's 
metaphors are characterized by complex self-reference, such as the DNA mole- 
cule that contains instructions for its own replication and Godel's theorem that 
asserts its own unprovability, Hofstadter's metaphors share the mirror meta- 
phor's property of not clearly representing a separation between subjective and 
objective aspects of the self. A consequence is that they leave the experienced 
duality of the self a mystery, and thereby encourage the suspicion that the self as 
subjcct/knower is beyond the domain of scientific treatment. Our use of the 
progran1:data metaphor, interpreting these conceptually in terms of mental pro- 
cess versus content and procedural versus declarative knowledye, serves (we 
hope) to bring the self as knower within the domain of empirical psychology. 

3. COGNITIVE ASPECTS OF S E L F  

In his 1933 review Allport wrote that "the existence of one's own self is the one 
fact of which every mortal<very psychologist included----is perfectly con- 
vinced" (p.  351). What is the nature of this sclf-concept that we all so certainly 
possess? James had divided the known self into three pxts-material. social, and 
\piritual wlvcs. Allport presented somewhat varying descriptions o f  thc self in 
1943. 1955, and 1961. Nevertheless, lie was convinced of the uniclucncss and the 
spccial importance of the self-concept. In this scction wc update Jnriics's and 
Allport's rlcxriptions of the self as known, and we atlclrc\\ two cluchtions about 
the helf-concept. First, ~vhat   re its contents? Sccontl, how arc data aboi~t thc hclf 
orpnired  in memory'! The ;~ttcntion we give to tlww c~iicstion\ rcl.lcct\ the 
ernph,~\~$ i n  much recent resc~~sch on cognit~vc moclcls 01' the \ell. At t l~c  end 01' 
!hi\ 3cction on cc~gnitive a\pccts o f  ~ 1 1 ' .  \ve co~iinicnt on the rcI;ttion 01' [he I.CC.CII~ 
~ r o r k  on which  o u r  revic\v t'ocusec to thc cx~cri\ive hotly of c;~l-licr \vorh. 

C o n t e n t s  of t h e  Se l f - concep t  

McGuire and his associates (McGuire & McGuire, 1980, 1981, 1982; McGuire, 
McGuire, Child, & Fujioka, 1978; McGuire, McGuire, & Winston, 1979; 
McGuire & Padawer-Singer, 1976) have investigated the contents of the spon- 
taneous self-concept, by categorizing responses to the query, "Tell us about 
yourself." This open-ended probe does not constrain the subject's response. 
Accordingly, the specific items of self-description elicited should represent the 
range and relative prominence of different categories of content in the self- 
concept. Among the responses to "Tell us about yourself," McGuire and 
Padawer-Singer (1976) found that children most frequently mentioned activities, 
significant others. and attitudes; to a lesser extent they included demographic 
characteristics, self-evaluations, and physical features. The obtained self-de- 
scriptions provided support for a distinctiveness principle-attributes that dis- 
tinguish the self from others, either in the general population or in the specific 
testing environment, were especially likely to be mentioned. 

Others have used more reactive techniques to assess individual differences in 
cognitive content o f  the self-concept. Markus has investigated individual dif- 
ferences in speed of judgments and accessibility of information on dimensions 
such as independence, gender role, and body weight, finding that efficiency of 
processing varics with the importance of the dimcnsion to the subject (Markus, 
1977; Markus, Crane, Berstein, & Siladi, 1982; Mnrkus, Hamill, & Sentis. 
1980). Kuiper and Rogers (1979) have similarly shown that information con- 
sistent with one's self-concept is judged and retrieved efficiently. Kuiper and his 
associates (reviewed in Kuiper & Derry, 1481) have applied these principles to 
demonstrate that the content of depressed persons' self-concepts, in contrast with 
that of normals, consists of data supporting a negative self-image. Linville 
(1982) reported that persons with complex self-concepts (that is, self-conccpts 
having many distinct aspects) are more resistant to negative feedback and exhibit 
less variability of mood than do persons with cognitively simple self-concepts. 

This recent research cstahlishes that the cognitive content of the self varies 
across persons. Howcver. that point hardly ncedcd to be made. The major import 
of the recent resenrch of McGuire, Markus. Kuiper and others is, rather. its 
dcvelopnient of techniques for assessing both the content of individual dif- 
t'crcnces in sclt'conccpt and the cognitive function of  those differences. 

Mode l s  of t h e  Cognit ive Organization of Self 

Self as a Central Structure 
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FIG. 4.3. Illustration of a hypothetical fragment of a hierarchical n~odc l  of the 
self. 

Figure 4.3 presents a hypothetical instance of a fragment of the model suggested 
by Rogers. As an aside, we should note that Rogers uses the term "prototype" to 
describe this model. We have avoided using that term here, in kccping with a 
more generally accepted definition of a prototype as a model example for a 
cognitive category. Such a model example is sometimes considered as a unit, or 
as an unordered collection of features, and is not necessarily hierarchical in 
structure (Srnlth & Medin, 1981). Other hierarchical conceptions of the self have 
been offered by Epstein (1973) and by Carver and Scheier (1981). 

Self as Profnhpe.  Various researchers have sought to demonstrate that Ia- 
tency and memory effects associated with judgments concerning cognitive pro- 
totypes occur also with judgments concerning one's self. Kuiper (1981). 
Breckler (1981), and Lord, Gilbert, and Stanley (1983) have found that self- 
referent judgnlents are made more rapidly for words extremely high or low in 
self-descriptiveness. This inverted-U effect resembles results found for judg- 
ments of similarity to best exemplars of a variety of cognitive categories (Iiosch, 
1973, 1975: Schnur, 1977; Smith, 1976). Rogers, Rogers, and Kuiper (1979) 
and Breckler (1981) have found that subjects give false alarm recob 'nltlon ' ' re- 
sponses to highly self-descriptive adjectives, again rcscmbling an effect h u n d  in 
othcr domains for novel stimuli that rcscmblc a prototype from which prcviou\ly 
prc.;cnted stimuli h a w  bccn generated (Cantor K: Mischel. 1077; I'osncr & 
Kcele. 1970). l'hesc findings support the conclusion that thc self-conccpt func- 
tlons as a cognitive prototype-a ciitcgory central tcndcncy with uliicli novel 
\ t~muli  can be C O I I I ~ ; I I . C ' ~ .  

FIG. 4.4. ~ ; ~ o t h c t i c a l  porrivn of an associativc ncrwork model of the self- 
concept (from Bower & Gilligan, 1979). :, - 

(Anderson & Bower, 1973) and ACT (Anderson, 1976). Figure 4.4 shows a 
portion of such an associative memory network that can be identified with the 
self-concept. Information is Stored in the form of propositions (represented by I 

small circles in Fig. 4.4) that relate subject (in this case the self) and predicate 
(spccific episodes and generic information about the self). Links (lines) represent 
logical relations among concepts and propositions (nodes). For example, a self- 
schematic trait of kindness is represented by a link between the self and the node 
for the concept, kind. A self-nonschematic trait is represented by the absence of a 
direct link between the self and the trait concept (for example, honest in Fig. 
4.4). 

Se/f as Mulritlinzensiot~crI Space. Breckler and Grecnwald (1982) have de- 
veloped a technique for representing the self in a niultidimensional cognitive 
space. In their method a multidin~ensional trait spacc is first constructed, using 
trait similarity ratings for a group of subjects. Next, sub,jects are individually 
located in the trait space by placing them near traits that they rate as self- 
descriptive and distant from nondescriptive traits. Figure 3.5 presents a two- 
dimensional trait s p x e  that has a general evaluative dimension (horizontal) and 
an intellectual goodtbad dimension (vertical). Persons are represented by open 
circles and are scattered through the space, representing individual differences in 
sell-conccpts rclativc to these dimensions. The location of self in this space has 
bccn related both to personi~lity nlcajures, such as self-estccni. and to differences 
in c'ognitive processing (scc Ilrecklcr, I'ratkanis. & McC'ann, 1983). 

The Current  Picture of t h e  Se l f - concep t  

The scvcral rnotlcls that we h;tve rcvic\vcd providc structur;~l descriptions with 
little, ;~nd soii~ctinlcs no, ~pccil'ic;ttior~ 01' how the xtructurc is used by judgrncnt 
;tnd rllcmory proccsscs. Such partially ~pccit'ictl ~l~otlcls  ~xttlily survive crnpiricul 
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tests because of the ease with which processing assumptions can be added to 
accomn~odate diverse findings. As a consequence, the various attempts at de- 
scribing the microstructure of the self-concept are for the present equally viable. 
This situation should not be regarded as distressing. The enterprise of testing 
theories of mental representation is in its infancy. The situation of a diversity of 
viable model representations of the self is sinlilar to that for conceptual represen- 
tations in other knowledge domains (Smith & Medin, 1981). 

As a specific example of the current indeterminacy of microstructural models 
of the self, consider thc attempt to use the "frm" effect as a basis for thinning the 
ranks of such models. A familiar prediction of associative network models, using 
a spreading activation concept, is that the more items of knowledge attached to 3 
given point (node) in memory, the slower should be judgments or memory 
retrievals for which that node is an intermediary. (Judgnicnt time is positivcly 
related to the spread, or fan, of links from a node used in the juclgrnent- 
Anderson & Uower, 1973.) In associative network models, the sclf is considercd 
to be a very richly conncctcd node (Bower & Gilligan, 1979: Kccnan 6( Baillct. 
1980). Accordingly, Rogers (1981) suggested that associative network motlcls of 
the sclf should be rejected. because the rapidity with which self-rcfcl-cnt jutlg- 
mcnt.; arc m;rde is in direct opposition to this expectcd "fan cf1i.c.t." I)cspitc [hi\ 
obwrv:~tion. it is not the usc that net~.x~rk models of the wit' Ii;~vc I'ailcd. 
Andcr<on ( 108 1 ) h;t\ provittcd a patch for the network nlorlcl to Ii;~nrllc ;I r c l ;~ t~d  
p'int conccrnlng thc speed of expert juclg~ncnts. r a i d  hy S ~ n ~ t l i .  Ail;~nls. ;tnd 
Schorr ( Ic)7X). 'l'llc clcbatc awaits t'ui-thcr rcsc;~rch (bee Kihl\trorn S: ('antor. i n  
prc\\) .  

I>c\pitc tlw present inrlcterrninacy ol' cx)ynitivc rnodcl\ 01' thC x . l l ,  rcc~.nt 
n ~ o ~ l c l ~ n g  cl'l.ort\ I I ~ I V C  thc V~I-tuc 01' 1i;iving i~l+rcd resc ;~r~~h i n  \ ~ V L Y ; I I  I ; i l~or~~to- 

ries, providing several new techniques for empirically investigating the self- 
concept. The accumulating results are producing a collection of specifications 
that a viable model of the self will have to meet. 

As noted earlier, this review has ignored the voluminous research and theory 
on the self-concept that preceded very recent interest in cognitive models. Excel- 
lent reviews of earlier work can be found in Gergen (1971), Wylie (1974, 1979), 
Rosenberg (1979), Smith (1980), and Gecas (1982). Perhaps the most significant 
novel feature of the recent cognitive approach is the tendency to replace the 
notion of self-concept with that of self-schema. Whereas the self-concept is 
typically regarded as a passive data structure, consisting of the characteristics of 
the self, the self-schema is an active information processing structure. Compare, 
for example, Rosenberg's (1979) description of the self-concept-"the totality 
of the individual's thoughts and feelings having reference to himself as an ob- 
ject" (p. 7)-with Rogers et al.'s (1977) description of the self-schema as 
"deeply involved in the processing. interpretation, and memory of personal 
information" (p.  677). Epstein's (1973) interpretation of the self-concept as an 
active, information-gathering h w n  of the person's involvement in the world 
can be seen. in retrospect, as an early indication of the transition from self- 
concept to self-schema language. 

4. AFFECTIVE ASPECTS OF THE SELF 

Our rcrnotcr spiritual, matcrial, and social sclvcs. so far as they are realized. come 
also with a glow and a warmth. 

(William James. 1890, p. 333) 

Since ' I '  is known to our experience primarily as a fcclinp, or as a feeling- 
ingredient in our idcas, it cannot be ticscribcd or clcfincd without sucggcsting thi \  
fccling. Thcre can bc no final tc5t of the sclf cxccpt the way wc fccl: i t  is that 
toward which we have the 'my' attitude. 

(C. H.  Cooky, 10021 1064, p. 177) 

Nothing, i t  is said. is ultirn;~tcly wcrcd cxccpt the hclovcd ego. 
(Gordon Allport. 1937. p. It+)) 

'I'hc observation that the self cngcnders strong fcelings+mes often charac- 
tcri/erl hy pi~ssionato w;~rrnth--llas been made not only by tho writer5 quotctl 
;~hovc. but also by contcnlporary >tu(lcnt\ of thc sclf (1;pstcin. 107.3: .hl:~rkus & 
Sentis. 1082; ('. Rogers. 105 I: l'. I < .  Itogcrs. I O X  I ). 'Illis self-l'celing i ~ .  ;ipp;Ir- 
~.ntly. of great signific;trlcc in guiding >oCial intcr.;~ction. A\ ;I \ I ~ ; I I I  \;1111ple oftlie 
;~ccu~lruli~tetl rcxwch thitt indicate\ scl;~tion\hips I x m w n  self-esteem and social 
I w l ~ ~ v ~ o r :  Asonson (1080. ('haptcr 7 )  ;irlcl 'l'~*sser- ; I I I ~  ('amphell (14Si)  haw 
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shown that social attraction choices are very frequently made in a manner that 
maintains or enhances one's self-esteem; Costanzo (1970) has shown that per- 
sons high in self-esteem tend to resist conformity pressure; and Shrauger and 
Sorman (1977) and McFarlin and Blascovich (1987) have demonstrated that high 
self-esteem is associated with persistence at difficult tasks. 

In this section we develop the view (advocated previously by Sherif & Can- 
tril, 1947, and Rosenberg, 1967) that the prominent feeling component of self- 
regard justifies conceiving the self as an attitude object. We support this view by 
considering the important functions of the (usually positive) sclf-attitude and by 
pointing out the substantial parallels between self-relevant and attitude-relevant 
cognition. We conclude by noting that a conception of the self as an attitude 
object can be applied in the measurement of self-esteem. 

The Sel f -Regarding At t i tude  

A Thought Experiment 

Imagine that you are paralyzed from the neck down, but that, fortunately, you 
own a niarvelous robot that responds to your spoken commands. It carries you 
from place to place. reaches for and picks up objects on your command, types 
messages as you speak them, dials the telephone, feeds you, and (thank heavens) 
even disposes of the resulting digestive wastes. Would you do whatever you 
could to make sure that your robot stayed in good working order'? (More prop- 
erly, and interestingly, would you have it do what is needed to keep it in good 
working order'?) Would you be upset to learn that others have robots that work 
better than yours'? Would you develop a liking for the robot4? 

Perhaps you wouldn't expect yourself to take care of the robot. wouldn't be 
upset at attacks on its virtuosity, and wouldn't feel warnily toward it-fnewcr 
and better replacement models were available just for the asking. Rut, let's 
suppose that these robots are issucd for life-if you lose or damage yours, you'll 
have to do (rather, not do) without it. The answers are now clcnr. You'd be a fool 

; Iliten;lncc. not to have the robot spcnd a substantial fraction of its time in self-rn I' 

Also, because i t  is most unwelcome to hear that your rohot is inferior, you might 
develop strategies for avoiding such reports, or for convincing your~clf that any 
such reports must be in error. (For example, you might believe that the reports 
wcre originated by others jealous of your robot.) And you niight wcll kc1 fordly 
toward your robot, although it's not yet clear what diffcrcncc that niight rnake. 

Of coune,  this is only ;I t ho~~gh t  experinlent. YOU don't II;ILC such ;I rohot - 
but you do have a rnuch better device! Your body docs cverytli~rly t h t  thc robot 
doc4 (and ~liorc) and i \  ccpally irrcplaccal>lc. Among the cxtr;~ Icatusc\ 0 1  )our 
holly i \  11s ahil~ty to "read your mind," and to upgraclc ~ [ w l l '  I>> ;icqur~'ing 
cap;~bilitic\ that wcrcn't built in. Sorile ol ' thcx k i l l 4  arc \o rem;rr kablc th;~t rhcy 

are given the special name, "mental" abilities. The whole package, physical and 
mental, 1s called your "self." 

This thought experiment is intended to make it reasonable that people take 
care of their selves and have reason to think better of the11 selves than others 
may. But we wish to make the further point that self-regard has the properties of 
an att~tude. Understanding this attitud~nal function wlll help to explam the affec- 
tive aspect of self-regard, the warmth of self-fcel~ng that was remarked by 
James, Cooley, and Allport. t 

Attitudinal Properties of Self-Regard 1 
L 

The attitudinal nature of self-regard can be established by identifying parallel !> 
findings in attitude research and research on the self. The search for such paral- 
lels is hampered by the fact that different problems have been studied and 
different research designs have been used in the two areas. Nevertheless. the 
evidence that does exist establishes several parallels, and provides a basis for 
expecting that additional research will reveal more. 

Part2llels Between Atti tdit ld rud Self-Rrlevant Jrrr/gment Latencies. As 
noted in Section 3,  several studies have shown that, in judging traits for self- 
descriptiveness, thc most rapid judgments occur at the rating extremes-an in- 
verted-U effect for judgment times as a function of degree of self-descriptiveness 
(Breckler, 198 1; Kuiper, 198 1; Kuiper & Derry, 1981; Lord et al., 1983). Judd 
and Kulik (1980) have reported thc same pattern of results with attitude state- 
ments-more rapid responses for judgments of high or low agreement than for 
moderate agreement. 

Pmx1l~d.s Bcrween A t t i ~ d i n d  (1nd Self-Rclc~~rrtlt Memnn. I n  some of the 
above studies of judgment latencies. unexpected tests for recnll or recognition of 
the previously judged items have heen administered. For attitudinal judgments. 
Judd and Kulik (1980) found that this incidental recall was better for items at the 
extremes of agreement and disagreement. Similarly, Dutta and Kanungo (I9671 
have reported that both affectivcly positive and afScctively negative items are 
remembered better than neutral items. These bipolar results are paralleled by 
I3rcckler and Greenwald's (1981) finding of more false alarm reco, ' ' c7nltlon rc- 
sponscs for traits that were at the sclf-dcscriptivcncss cxtrcmcs (as dctcrniined hy 
judgments made after thc recognition [eft) .  liowever. bipolar facilitation cffccts 
are not the rule. A unipolar false alarms effect. focused on highly self-dc4criptivc. 
traits, was found by Kogers, Rogers. ant! Kuiper (1070) .  Brccklcr and Grccn- 
widd ( I98  I )  also 1i)untl that frllw ;11;1r1n\ were grci1tc.r ti)r highly se l f -hc r ip t iw  
th;rn for highly rionsclf-tlcscriptivc tr;tits. In the attitude litcr;~turc. fhc unipolar 
cl't'cct has iilso hcen found (c .g . .  JOIILY & Kohlcr. I O S X :  Lxvinc M Murphy, IOli: 
I'r;itk;lnis. 198.7; licatl Si Iiohson, 1082). Anothcr parallel occws in thc discovery 
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that the tasks of judging traits for their evaluative (i.e., attitudinal) qualities or 
for their descriptiveness of well-liked others (themselves objects of a positive 
attitude) produce incidental memory effects comparable in strength to those 
obtained with self-descriptiveness judgments (Ferguson, Rule, & Carlson, 1983; 
Friedman & Pullyblank. 1982). In a related finding, Pratkanis (1983) found that 
an attitude-reference judgment task produces results parallel to the self-reference 
task. That is. judging whether a word is relevant to an attitude topic yields better 
subsequcnt incidental recall in subjects who have an attitude on the topic than 
among subjects who have no attitude. As a final parallel, the technique of 
spontaneous retrieval from memory has been successful in producing assess- 
ments of both the self-concept (e.g., Markus, 1977; McGuire & McGuire, 1982) 
and attitudes (Cullen, 1968; Greenwald. 1968)." 

Parn/!els Behceet? Cognitii3e Defense of Attirdes and of Sc!f-Conc~'pt. In 
attitude research a listed-thought technique has been used to examine subjects' 
coyit ive reactions to persuasive communications. A very reliable finding is that 
the evaluative content of these reactions can be well predicted from knowledge of 
the subject's exiqting attitude on the communication's topic (Greenwald, 1968). 
Cognitive reactions to a communication, in other words, dcfend the existing 
attitude. A parallel exists in research that examines subjects' explanations (at- 
tributions) for a successful or unsuccessful performance. Normal subjects, who 
have favorable self-regard, attribute the failure to bad luck or to external factors 
such as the actions of others or the poor quality of a test, deftly avoiding the 
implication that the failure reveals a defect of the self (see Snyder et al., in press, 
for a recent review of this excuse-making process). This cognitive defense of the 
sclf is remarkable for its absence in depressives, who apparently do not have a 
positive self-concept to defend (Alloy & Abramson, 1983). 

Sltrnrnar\.. Perhaps, in citing the parallels bctween attitude and self-concept 
research. we have strained to establish a point that is self-evident. Aftcr all. 
social psychologists have long treated persons other than the sclf as attitude 
objects and have considered ego-involved attitudes as a particularly important 
topic of investigation (Ostrorn & Brock, 1968; Sherif & Hovland, 1961). Why 
not treat the most ego-involved object/person, one's sclf, also :IS an attitude 
ob.ject4? Perhaps the only remaining problem in declaring that the sclf is an 
attitude ol?ject is to define that object. Consider that. in tliscu>sing attituclcs, one 
ordinarily treats the attitude ohjcct as a consensually shared catcsory that is not in  

need of definition-whether i t  be a person, an ethnic group, a commercial 
product, or  a policy issue. Such implicit definition of the attitude object, howev- 
er, will not do for the self. As established in Sections 1 and 3 (and also in Section 
5 ,  below) the self-concept is complex in content and varies from person to 
person. Thus, although we can identify the self as an attitude object, it is a 
decidedly uncommon one that is different for each person. 

Why is Self-Regard (Or Any Other Attitude) 
Affective?-Affective Heuristics 

Three Componrtm of the Self-Artitrude. The purpose of the thought experi- 
ment that opened this section was to establish that maintenance and protection of 
one's body is sensible from a biological perspective; trdits that achieve these 
effects should be selected in evolution because they increase the likelihood of 
survival to reproductive age. This reasoning suggests a plausible basis for behav- 
ioral self-care such as grooming, exercising, and feeding. It also provides a 
justification for behavioral and cognitive strategies that permit anticipation and 
avoidance of stress. These "self" defenses may reasonably be interpreted as 
behavioral and cognitive components of an attitude toward the self. But, in the 
familiar three-component definition of attitude, the central component of an 
attitude is the remaining one, affect or feeling. In the case of the self-attitude, 
also, affect is obviously present (see quotes at the beginning of this section). 

Wllv AflCctY What is the function of self-feeling? It is hard to credit affect 
directly with any maintenance or protection function and, therefore, difficult to 
understand why affect is so prominent in self-regard (or, for that matter, in other 
attitudes). That is, if we properly care for 2nd protect ourselves and the other 
important persons and objects in our environment, why should it  matter whether 
or not we have warm feelings toward them? In order to answer this question we 
appeal to, and extend, the controversial arguments of Zajonc (1980). (See 
Lazarus, 1982 and Mandlcr, 1982, for somc of this controversy.) ZLijonc rc- 
viewed a variety of cvidcncc indicating th:tt affective reactions to stimuli occur 
very rapidly and appear not to be mediated by knowledge retrieval or judgment. 
As he put it-and this was the controversi;d point-"preferences nced no 
infcrcnccs. " 
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neglecting, harming) is used. Affective heuristics very likely extend to thought, 
such that object-relevant knowledge seeking, interpretation, retrieval and imag- 
ination fall into distinct patterns as a function of the positive or negative affective 
reaction to the object (or person). However, such affective guidance of cogni- 
tion, even though a topic of long interest to psychologists (see Isen, this volume; 
Rapaport, 1 9 4 2  1971), is not yet understood well enough to permit confident 
delineation of such heuristics. 

Implications for Measuring Self-Esteem 

The enterprise of measuring affective self-regard, or self-esteem. has been 
broadly criticized for inattention to conceptual underpinnings, psychornctric 
technique, and empirical validation (Wylie, 1974, 1979). At the same lime, 
several self-esteem measures have been used successfully in research-that is. 
they have yielded interpretable correlations (for example, Coopersmith, 1967; 
Helrnreich, Stapp, & Ervin, 1979; Janis & Field, 1959; Rosenberg, 1965; see 
also the capsule review of measures in Robinson & Shaver, 1973). Our analysis 
suggests the wisdom of applying the well-established technology of attitude 
measurement (e .g . ,  Edwards, 1957; Fishbein, 1967) to self-esteem assessment. 
Of the many existing self-esteem measures, however, only one (Rosenberg, 
1965) has made use of the conception of self-esteem as an attitude. 

The application of attitude-scaling techniques to self-esteem is. regrettably, 
not an entirely straightforward matter. Two problems must be dealt with. One is 
the possibility that subjects may report a more positive self-image than they 
privately experience, in the hope of producing a favorable impression on the 
tester. This problem is a routine one in personality measurement. However, i t  
takes a special twist in the case of self-esteem measurement because the wish to 
present a desirable image to others is, itself, an aspect of self-esteem. The second 
problcrn, briefly alluded to earlier in this section, is more troublesome. It is the 
problem of defining the unique self-concepi that serves as the attitude object for 
each respondent. The problem of identifying the uniqueness of each subject's 
self in the reactive format of psychometrically based tests is formidnhle. Thus, i t  
may be a long time before it is possible to improve on test itcnis that simply refer, 
in a nonspecific way, to "yourself" (or, if in the first person. "myself"). 
allowing the respondent to provide the necessary person-hpecific intc~rctation.  

5. CONATIVE ASPECTS OF SELF-SELF A S  TASK 
ORIENTATION 

The employer thinks that wages and security are the dominant desires, whereas in 
reality thc ego-satisfactions are primary. What a different outlook there would bc 
on our economic life if we took firni hold on the issucs of status and self-respect in 
industry, and re-planned our industrial sbeiety in a manner that would rescue the 
workcr's ego from oblivion. 

(AI:port, 1943. p. 472) 

James antl Allport, as these quotations illustrate, view the self as the focus of 
motivations that ordinarly outweigh bodily needs and material desires. In this 
section we take as points of  general consensus among theorists of human moti- 
vation that (i) the most important endeavors of a normal adult human cannot be 
explaincd by reduction to organic or tissue needs, and (ii) these important con- 
cerns vary from person to person. The question we then address is whether the 
concept of self is indeed useful (as James and Allport suggest) in accounting for 
these "higher" human motives and their variation across persons. 

Ego-Involvement 

Allport, in 1943, used the concept of cgo-involvement to describe the role of 
self in beha\,ior directed toward important goals. I n  1955, he replaced ego- 
involvement with the term, "propriate striving," to express the conative aspect 
of self. (Allport had coined "proprium" as a pointed counter to the apparent 
backward-facing world view of behaviorisn~'~ reactive concepts, buch as retlc 
response, recognition, and the like. He wanted a proactive term to convey the 
idea that the person is typically forward-looking and future-oriented.) At present 
i t  is ego-involvement, not propriatc striving, that survives-but with an uncertain 
status. As observed by Greenwald (1982a), by the early 1960s the concept of 
ego-involvement had become difficult to use in the main area of research in 
which i t  had been applicd-memory for experiences of success and failure. Part 
of the difficulty was that ego-involvement had, apparently, developed three 
meanings: 

Ego-itlvolvcmc,t~t, . Concern about pub1 ic impression, or evaluation by others; 
similar to evaluation i~pprehension, nccd for approval. 
E~o- i t l~~o l~v~ t t~c . t l r , .  Concern about private sclf-cvdu:~tion: similar to need for 
achievement. 
E ~ o - i r l \ ~ o h ~ r ~ t t ~ c ~ t ~ l ~ .  Pcrsonid importitncc. l inkqe to central values. 
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of ego-involvement. We use their scheme to organize a review of recent research 
on conative aspects of the self. 

Ego Task Analysis-Facets of the  Self 

An ego task is an important, persisting task that provides a basis for self- 
evaluation. Ego tasks take precedence over other tasks, and are not terminated by 
successes-they continue to be important because self-evaluation is a lifclong 
enterprise. Greenwald and Breckler (in press) used ego task analysis to identify 
four facets of rlze self that may be said to be engaged in ego tasks. Thesc four 
facets (or subselves) are presented in Table 4.3. 

The diffise selfis, in some senses, a pre-self, a condition of not distinguishing 
sharply between self and others, with behavior hedonically guided toward posi- 
tive affective states. The plrhlic self is sensitive to the evaluations of others and 
seeks to win the approval of significant audiences of parents. peers, and au- 
thorities. Developmentally, the public self depends upon achievement of a cogni- 
tive discrimination between self and others, and an ability to attend to those 
aspects of one's behavior that are also noticed by others. The ego task of the 
public self can be described, in pan, as social accreditation-that is, earning 
credit in exchange relationships with others. However, another important aspect 
of the public self's task is to internalize the evaluative standards of significant 
others. This self-definition aspect of the public self's task can lead to devclop- 
rncnt of the p r i ~ a t e  self. By providing an inner audience for behavior, the private 
self permits self-evaluation to proceed in the absence of others. We designate the 
private self's ego task as individual achievement, with "achievcn~ent" being 
used. in the sense of McClelland, Atkinson, Clark and Lowell (1953). to indicate 
guidance by internal standards. As a further developmental step, the goals of 
groups with which the person is identified (reference groups) becornc inter- 
nalized, yielding the collecti~~e self. The collective self's task is also an achicvc- 
ment ta\k. contributing toward a reference p w ~ p ' s  attainment of its goals.J 

Strategies in the Service of Ego Tasks 

Winning a Nobel Prize or an Olympic gold medal are. we would guess, 
strongly utisfying cxpcricncec. Perhaps thcy arc so satibf'ying hcc:~use they 
siniultancou.iIy servc the interest\  of‘;^ public sclf. n private self, ;tnd a collcc~ive 
sell'. That is. t h e  \imulraneou~ly earn the approval ofothers. achieve succcss by 
personal stanitarc!\. ;rnd \ i p i f y  fulfilllncnt of ;I refcrcnce group's goal. (I'crhapc 
u c  5houlcl  Ila\,c wid "co-winning ;I Nohcl 1'ri;lc.") M:rn\ ewrytlay acliicvc- 
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ments, similarly, simultaneously serve two or more ego tasks. Exan~ples are 
being promoted in one's job, earning a college degree, winning in competitive 
sports, and raising children. If all human endeavors simultaneously pleased inner 
and outer audiences and achieved group goals, we could be sure that the ego task 
analysis of Table 4.3 would be useless. But that is not the case. And, in- 
terestingly, some of the everyday activities that focus on single ego tasks corre- 
spond well to tasks that have been cultivated for use in the social psychological 
laboratory. 

The procedures of experiments on conformity, obedience, and persuasion 
characteristically put the subject in a dilemma that pits the public self against the 
private self. That is, concern about approval by an audience pulls behavior in one 
direction at the same time that the attempt to adhere to personal standards pulls in 
the opposite direction. In these experiments, the audience pressure often leads 
the subject to give in to a source of influence that would be resisted with less 
pressure. 

Thr DrJhse r r i l r l  Coliecfiw Sclves. The pattern of entries in Table 4.3 indi- 
cates that the facets identified as diffuse and collective selves have been rela- 
tively neglected in social psychological research. Nevertheless, there is sufficient 
evidence to justify their inclusion in Table 4.3, and to encourage further research 
efforts. The diffuse self has been investigated in research on deindividuation. 
Previous reviewers' observations about paradoxical aspects of deindividuation 
(Dicner, 1977, 1980; Dipboye, 1977; see also Zimbardo, 1969) were summa- 
rized by Grcenwald (198%): 

Dtindividu;rtion is sonietimcs associated with loss of  identity hut  other tirncs with 
;lcqut\ition of identity via a distinctive group (of which one i \  an intli\tingni\hahlc 
~nernbcr); it  is sometimes sought but other times avoidcd: and it is so~netirnes 
assoc~ated with chaotic. norm-violating behavior but other tirncs w ~ t h  contixrning. 
uniform behawor. (p .  172) 

This paradox can be resolved with the aid of the distinction hctwccn the 
diffuse and the collective selves. All deindividuation procedures, including ano- 
nymity, alcohol intoxication, and strong stimulation, reduce the salience of 
internal btandards. Howcvcr, some dcindividuation procedure\ can make the 
\uhjcct's participation in a rctcrencc group salient-for exmplc .  being among :I 

crowd of chccring fdns at a football contcst. Thcsc group-salicncc procedures can 
e n y y  the collective sclf, leading to coordinated or norm-adhering bch;rvior. 
(- ~ ~ ~ t n w i ~ l d  .., huggcbtcci t h t  the term "tlcinJividuntio~~" bc reztr.ictcd to procetlw\ 
thar clic~t nornl-violating Ixhvior-  <me\ th;~t ,  i n  'l'ahlc 4.3's term\. ~nvokc tile 
dif't'u\c scl I'. 

I71c collective self has rcccivcd rclativcly little ;~ttcntion l'ro111 \oc.ial psyc~liol- 
o s ~ \ t \ .  apart from the contributions o f  Muyal'cr Sheril' and Iiis co\iorL~.r\. Shcr11' 
a r d  Carltr-~l'\ (19471 ctc\cripcion of c p - ~ n v o l v c n i c ~ l ~  \tre\\cd ~x~rtic~~pation i l l  

causes that give the individual "some relative role with respect to other indi- 
viduals, groups, or institutions" (p. 96). And the famous Robbers' Cave experi- 
ment of Sherif, Harvey, White, Hood, and Sherif (1961) stands as a relatively 
isolated, but nevertheless convincing, plea for the usefulness of collective (su- 
perordinate) goals in overcoming intergroup hostility. The concepts of impulsive 
and institutional aspects of self in the work of the sociologist. Turner (1976), 
correspond in part to the present analysis's diffuse and collective aspects of self. 

Personal i ty  a n d  Si tuat ion as  De te rminan t s  of E g o  
T a s k s  

Consider an experimental subject who is confronted with the conflicting pres- 
sures of outer and inner audiences-perhaps a subject in Milgram's (1963) 
obedience experiment who has been asked to inflict severe shocks on a partici- 
pant in a learning experiment. What determines whether this subject will obey or 
defy the experimenter's authoritative request'? One determinant is the relative 
strength of the subject's perso~lrrlir~ dispositions to engage in the ego tasks of the 
public and private selves. If the subject is guided more strongly by the standards 
of others than by internalized standards, then we should expect him to obey. The 
more the subject is guided by internal standards (which are assumed to include 
restraints against harming innocent others) the more likely it is that he will defy 
the experimenter's request. 

A second determinant of obedience versus defiance in the obedience experi- 
ment is the extent to which the . s i t ~ ~ r i o n  evokes the ego tasks of the public versus 
the private self. For example, if the subject is alone, in a room separate from the 
obedience-requesting authority, the approval of the authoritative experimenter is 
less salient. This should reduce the tendency for concerns of the subject's public 
self to be engaged. The expected result is greater defiance, which is in fact 
observed (Milgram, 1974). 

Lastly, we can cxpcct an interaction of features of the situation and charac- 
teristics of persons. For cxamplc, a subject who is strongly guided by intcr- 
nalized principles may be relatively little affected, in the obcdiencc experiment, 
by thc dil'terencc betwccn the nutliority bciny immediately pr-cscnt and distant. In 
contrast, a sub.jcct li)r whom the puldic sclf is stron? should be wry sensitive t o  
this same variation. 

Individual Differences in Orientation Toward the Public 
and Private Selves 

I'rrhlic otlrl I 'ri~~rlc, S ~ ~ l / ~ ( ~ o ~ r . \ c . i o i c i ~ ~ c , . ~ . v .  I:cnis\tcin. Schcier. and 1311~s 
( 1075) dcvclopcd a scale that p~.ovitlcs \cpra tc  rllca\ure\ ol'con~ciousne\a of thc 
pul>lic. and priv:~te Ii~ccts ol' sell‘.' I 'cr~iptci~l  et X I .  ticl'tne the public scll' as 

Y Itc  ; I I I ; I ~ ~ \ L Y  ( 1 1  I ) L I I ) I K  ;IIIII  ~ I I V : I ( C  ;t\~lcc(\ ( I !  \cII I ) \  I : C I I I ~ I C I I I .  SL~ICITI .  ; ~ m i  1311\\ ( 1075). l i t ~ \ \  
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Relative S t r e n g t h  of t h e  Public a n d  Private Facets  of 
the  Sel f  

Self-presentation theorists (Baumeister, 1982; Goffman, 1959; Jones & Pittman, 
1982; Schlenker, 1980) have stressed the importance of the public facet of the 
self. Much of what is done in public, they urge, is in the interest of the social 
accreditation (or impression management) task of the public self. The implica- 
tion, perhaps clearest in Goffman's treatment, is that the person typically pres- 
ents to othci-:, only a superficial mask, a prettied image that is not believed by the 
presenter, but (the presenter hopes) will nevertheless be accepted at "face" 
value. Ego task analysis prompts some hesitation in fully accepting thic view. 
Consider that when people act in interpersonal settings, they remain in the 
presence of the inner audience (which is quite portable). Therefore, they should 
be under a continuing constraint to adhere to internal standards, even while 
trying to win the approval of others. Further, if people believe that iltey typically 
misrepresent tlzrmselves to others, they should be unlikely to accept the self- 
presentations of others at face value, and self-presentations should tend to be 
ignored. Of course, in some situations self-presentations are indeed received 
skeptically-for example, in employment interviews (cf. Nisbett & Ross, 1980, 
p. 290). However, other than in such instances of exceptional pressure to make 
an impression, self-presentations do seem often to be trusted and trustworthy. 

Researchers interested in impression management (e.g., Schlenker, 1980, in 
press) have been especially concerned that the typically favorable self-dcscrip- 
tions that research subjects provide reflect only a public self, and misrcprescnt 
the private facet. Reassuringly, however, three types of evidence indicate that 
the self-presentations offered by subjects in experiments-self-enhancing though 
they may be--do often reflect the private self. First, self-presentations obtained 
in privacy, with assurances of anonymity, tend to be just as sclf-enhancing as 
those obtained under public reporting conditions (Arkin, Appleman, & Burger, 
1980; Frcy, 1978; Grcenberg, Pyszczynski, & Solomon, 1981; Schlcnkcr, 1975; 
Schlenker, I-iallarn. & McCown, 1983). Sccond, the strong honesty constraint 
introduced by Jones and Sigall's ( 1  97 1 ) bogus pipeline procedure (see also 
Quigley-Fernandez & Tedcschi, 1978) docs not diminish the self-enhancing 
qwlity of self-presentations (Iiiess, Rosenfeld, Melburg, & Tcdeschi, IOSI). 
And. third. the fact that self-favorable judgments tend to bc c!clivcrcd more 
rap~dly than self-unfavorable ones (Brecklcr & Grccnwald, I W I )  huggcsts t h ; ~ t  
sut$ects are not engaging in tlclibcratc (and presum;~hly time-corlzurning) efforts 
at fabrication. (See Greenwald Kr Hrcckler, in press. for a Inore detailed tl~scus- 
sion of tllcsc finding\.) 

Implications for t h e  Role of Self in Human Motivation 

human motivation now has the added support of a recent, massive accumulation 
of evidence for the conclusion that favorable self-evaluation is an important and 
enduring goal of human action. Recent research on self-presentation, self-con- 
sciousness, ego-involvement, and self-esteem maintenance has established, fur- 
ther, that favorable se!f-evaluation has multiple roots. 

We have attempted to characterize the complexity of the bases of self-evalua- 
tion by recognizing four types of ego tasks, and associating each with a distinct 
facet of the self-the diffuse self, the public self, the private self, and the 
collective self. Orientations toward the ego tasks of these four subselves vary 
from person to person, presumably as a function of developmental experiences 
that have yet to be analyzed fully. Additionally, the temporary strength of each 
facet of the self varies under the control of situational elements. These person 
and situation variations have been the focus of recent study, particularly for 
public and private facets of the self. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In 1890, William James sought to bring the self firmly within psychology by 
arguing that unity and continuity of experience are aspects of the empirical self- 
properties of the stream of thought. However, James's argument-more prop- 
erly, his assertion-was not generally accepted. In 1943, Gordon Allport argued 
for the self's good standing in psychology by documenting a wide variety of 
dramatic effects resulting from procedures that made experimental tasks impor- 
tant to subjects. Allport credited these effects to ego-involvement, which he 
defined as "a condition of total participation of the self." The evidence of 
history is that academic psychology did not accept Allport's argument. Much as 
Allport, in 1943, could credit psychoanalytic theory with :"having preserved and 
advanced the study of certain functions of the self that postivistic psychology had 
consigned to oblivion" (p. 453). so can we now credit a variety of factions 
within the field of personality thcory with having pcrforrned a similar function 
for much of the 40 years since Allport's review. 

Perhaps the self would have achieved greater acceptance if its adherents had 
provided coordinated conceptual definitions and research procedures. However, 
there has never becn much coortlin;\tion bctwccn thcory concerning the self and 
data collection. For ex;mple, the research procedure most commonly connected 
to the idea of self prior to about 1975--the use of skill-test instructions to 
produce cgo-involvcrncnt--was never well tied to a theory of the self. The 
dcscr~ption of the skill-test proccclurc as ego-involvcrncni hiid been generally 
;~h;~ndoncd by tlrc c;irly IOOOs, a victim of thcorctic;illy irreconcilahlc contlicts 
among findirlgs ((irccnw;~ltl. IOX2a; Ivcrson Kc Iieudcr. 1056; Vim l$crgcn. 
I l)on). 

I la\ the situation cl~angcd'! The hc\t indication of ;I genuine ncw tlircction i h  

tllc wide varicty 01' recent Sindings t h ~ t  haw IXTII tlcscril~cd i n  tc 's~~l\  o f  n c ~ l y  
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introduced self-related concepts. Among these new procedures are ones that have 
been described as self-reference in memory, self-serving attributional bias, sclf- 
awareness, self-consciousness, self-verification, self-presentation, spontaneous 
self-concept, self-schema, and self-monitoring. But the lesson of history is that 
such research activity is not enough. Without an integrative conceptual scheme, 
critics will suggest that the "self-" with which these concepts start is merely a 
distracting speech defect, endemic to social and personality psychologists. 

Accordingly, the argument that the self is, at last, ready for good standing in 
psychology requires an accompanying conceptual integration. Our review has 
been organized toward this end. The major points of this integration have been 
distributed anlong the preceding four sections. We now bring them together, and 
then conclude by summarizing the answers that this conception provides for 
several major questions that have traditionally surrounded the idea of a sclf. 

The Self is a Complex, Person-Specific, Central, 
Aititudinal Schema 

The major conclusions of our review has been: 

1 .  The self as a knower is accessible to psychological investigation. 
3. The self is a ccntral cognitive structure, a self-concept with content that 

varies from person to person. 
3. The self is a focus of affective regard-in other words, an attitude object. 
4. The self is complex, consisting of diffuse, public, private, and collective 

facets, each providing a distinct basis for self-evaluation. The relativc 
strengths of these facets, or subselves, vary as a function of person and 
situation. 

Perhaps the most prominent feature of the sclf is the positive affect that is 
normally attached to one's own actions, attitudes, attributes, and memories. The 
self is thus the object of an ctttirtltle. But i t  is also an active. functioning organiza- 
tior, that both acquires and retrieves knowlcdge. To includc these (self-as-know- 
er) properties we conceive the self not siniply as an attitude object, but as an 
attitudinal schemer. 

We describe the self as n c~rtlrrcrl attitudinal schema to indicate its importance 
rcl;~tivc to other schemata, and to ;tcknowlcdgc the many theoretical statements 
that. although differing in detail\, have crctlitcd thc sclf'with a ccntrd position in 
a larycr cognitive structure. The self's mixturc of cognitive. affective. and cona- 
tivc propeltic\. anti its rnultifacetcdne\\-its mixture o f  the ilil't'usc. public. 
prl\,atc. ;!nd collective orientations---u.;trr:~nt its ch:~rxTcri/ation :I\ co111/)1c,.t-. 
And. Ia\tly. thc variable content of' thc sell'- indiviilual d i l ' l ' c r c ~ ~ ~ u  i n  5~11- 
concept. in selt'-c\tccrn. in r~~otivationai orientation. ;uld in cc~gn i t~w hiaw4 - - 
obliyi. us t o  ch:~r;rctcri;re the self ;IS ~)c,,-\o~r-,\l~c,r.i/i'i~. 

Our conception of the self as a complex, person-specific, central, attitudinal 
schema is, itself, complex. But it need not be unmanageably so. The first 
observation in our final section. just below, is that the self is constructed from 
o r i l i n u ~  materials. Its complexity and variability therefore present obstacles, but 
not ones so potent as to deter study. 

Approaches to Traditional Enigmas of the Self 

Is the Self Ordimry or Ui~ique? The main ingredients of our definition of 
the self are attitude and schema, familiar psychological constructs that are well 
tied to research operations. We thus view the self as ordinary, but it is also 
undeniably special. It is unique due to the quantity of knowledge it synthesizes 
and to its complexity. Among the unique propel-tics that may be credited to the 
scope and complexity of the self are the abilities to retrieve knowledge of events 
of the distant past, and to maintain the coherence of personal experience. 

How SIldl the SubjectlObject Ducrlit~ of the Sc(f be Expluined? We have 
faulted others' tendency to metaphorize the self's subjectlobject duality in ternls 
of the reflectivity of a mirror. The mirror metaphor is debilitating in its failure to 
differentiate subject-of-knowledge (self as knower) and object-of-knowledge 
(self as known) properties. Instead, we suggest treating the subjective aspects of 
self as knowledge process and distinguish this from knowledge contetlt. The 
process-content distinction has become increasingly manageable in recent cogni- 
tive psychology, and can be conceived with the aid of metaphors such as an 
evolving scientific theory or the programldata duality of a computer. The psy- 
chological concept of schema has bcen used recently to merge the duality of 
process and content into a single concept. Accordingly, we make use of the 
concept of schema in our definition of the self. 

I s  the Sclf Ger~uirze nnd Stable, or Arrificicrl mri Mdleable? Commentators 
on the process of self-presentation have often regarded the self as plastic, situa- 
tion-dependent. and chanieleon-like (Gcrgcn. 1982; Goffrnan, 1959). Such ob- 
servations obviously tend to undcrniinc the vicw of the self as a central cognitive 
structure. In conceiving the sclf as a federation of diffuse, public. private, and 
collective factions, we hope to accommodate the broad evidence of situational 
influences on sclf-prcscnt3tion. while prcscrving the conception of a stable. 
central organization. The usefulness of this vicw of person-situation interaction 
has alrcady been supported by stutiics using rcccntly tlcveloped individual-dif- 
I ixnce  mca\urcs of' oricnt;~tion toward public and private aspects ot' the self. 
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thologies, such as  Korsakoff syndrome and multiple personality, in which co- 
herence and unity appear to be lacking. At the same time, we endorse Allport's 
(1 96 1 ) observation that "unity of personality is only a matter of degree, and we 
should avoid exaggerating it" (p.  386). The distinction among diffuse, public, 
private, and collective facets of  the self provides one way of describing multi- 
plicity without abandoning unity. This  view of the self's unity should not be 
mistaken as an advocacy of the idea of total unity within the person. Rather, we 
see the self's unity as  no more than an island of  coherence within a larger psychic 
sea (Greenwald, 1982b). 

Are t h e  S e y s  C o g n i t i v e  B i n s e s  due to External, In fn r .maf io i~a [  Inflrlences or t o  

I n t e r t ~ a l ,  M o t i v a t i o n a l  P r o c e s s e ~ ?  This  question has been the focus of much 
published debate in recent years (summarized in Tetlock & Levi, 1982). As 
observed by Greenwald (1980), 

The motivation-information debate is representative of a pervasive and long-stand- 
ing paradigm clash between internal-cause and external-cause explanations in psy- 
chology, other instances being instinct versus learning, heredity vcrsus cnvison- 
mcnt, nativism vcrsus empiricism, drive theory versus radical behaviorsm, and 
dissonance versus self-perception. (p. 612) 

It may be observed that none of the debates on  these issues of organisr11-internal 
vessu5 organism-external locus of causation has ever been resolved. Psychol- 
ogists have tended to treat these debates as theoretical disagreerncnts that arc to 
be resolved by suitable data collection. In fact, these are conflicts between 
heavily defended paradigms that are n o  more likely to be destroyed by new data 
than is the ordinary self likely to dissolve in the face of a scrics of personal 
failures. At the same time, paradigms d o  vary in their usefulness. 2nd they gain 
or  lose adherents accordingly. In making the concept of schema central to the 
self. we have deliberately sidestepped the internal-external paradigm clash. The 
concept of schema as an active knowledge structure is rooted in evolutionary 
reasoning in biology, a systems paradigm that appcals to mutu;llity o l  intluence 
bet\veen organism and environment. 

A E' i rur l  Comtncr r t :  T l ~ c  Sc1j'n.s I / i . ~ / o r i c ~ r l / ~  I l o l t r d .  The self evolvcs histor- 
ically durrng the lifetime. This evolution is tluc in part to cultirrally ;~ssistcd 
grou th in the self's cognitive contcnt. Hlccause ttic contribution of ctrltusc is frcc 
also to cvol\.e, i t  is certain that the sclf has c v ~ l \ ~ c t l  grcarly in histor-y. I'crh;~p\. 
indccd, the attainrncnt ol' tlit~l'uw. puhlic. privalc. ;111d collccr~vc orientation\ 
within the hurnan likhpan rccap i tu la t~ .  ;I similar evolution that Ilas hccn spr.ead 
over thou\;rnd\ 01' yc;irs, ;is the con t r ih~t ion  01' cu l~ure  ha\ hccomc nlorc orga- 
ni;rcJ. In  the 1a\t hall'-millenii~ni, h c i c n t i l ' ~ ~  untlcl~standir>y ha-, I~cc.onic ;un in- 
crca\rriply potcrlt contributor to culture. 111 j r ~ \ t  tIic I m w l i t  c ~ ~ ~ i t u r . y .  u~lderstarid- 

ing based on the works of Freud and Piaget has brought once-mysterious mental 
processes into the range of ordinary understanding. These contributions, to use 
the terms of Section 2 of this chapter, have transferred some of the self's process 
into content. The present wave of interest in the self is certain, also, to produce 
understanding that will diffuse gradually into culture. (Perhaps knowledge of the 
self's role in ordinary memory will be the most significant such contribution.) 
This chapter, then, inevitably takes a step toward altering the picture that it 
describes. 
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